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Introduction
 Drum corps color guard experts spend years
developing skills in spinning rifles, sabers, and
flags. Their expertise provides a unique
window into factors that govern sensitivity to
the speed of rotational and radial motion. To
the extent that shared neural events govern
rotational and radial speed sensitivity, one
would expect expertise on either task to
transfer to the other. One similarly would
expect shared neural events to generate
correlations between rotational and radial
speed sensitivity. We tested these predictions
psychophysically.

Method

Group-by-Task Interaction

Replicability & Specificity

 We found a modest but reliably reproducible and
specific group-by-task interaction; color guard
speed sensitivity exhibited a rotational motion
advantage and radial motion disadvantage.
Additionally, rotational and radial speed
sensitivity failed to predict each other.
 The results could be explained by a dissociation
between the neural events governing rotational
and radial speed sensitivity [1-5].

Generalizability Across Stimulus Conditions & Days

 Participants: 26 color guard (CG) experts, 29 low
brass (LB) experts, 24 college students (CS).

Correlations Within-Tasks, Not Between-Tasks

 An alternative explanation entails decomposing
our rotational and radial motions into local linear
motion components [6-11]. However, a linear
decomposition explanation requires nonintuitively assuming that color guard experts
exhibit heightened sensitivity to fast local speeds,
and decreased sensitivity to slow local speeds.
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